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neurons can convey a signal from one neuron to another one.
A neuron who gets the message or signal can process it and
then indicate nearby neurons that are linked to it. In ANN
implementations, normally the signal at the link between
artiﬁcial neurons is a real number, and the output of each one
is calculated by specific non-linear function of the sum of its
inputs. The links among the neurons are termed as ’edges’.
Artiﬁcial neurons and edges naturally have a weight which is
adjusted as the learning process grows. The weight adjusts the
strength of the signal at an edge. Artiﬁcial neurons will be
having a threshold so that the signal is sent only if the
cumulative signal crosses it. Usually, these neurons are
combined into layers. Distinct layers perform distinct types of
alterations on the inputs. Signals moves from the input layer,
which is the first one to the last, output layer probably going
through the other layers many times. The aim of introducing
ANN was to imitate the human brain in solving the problems.
But, as the time files it was clear that an artificial brain cannot
be efficient as the real one. Then the researchers begun to use
ANN for specific tasks which was quiet successive. The
proposed method considers a Capsule network [1] or Capsnet
for the speech emotion recognition. A Capsule Neural
Network is a machine learning system which comes under
ANN that are capable of building the model for categorized
relations. The approach was to imitate the real neural network
of brain. In capsnet, the idea is to introduce one more level of
abstraction called capsules to the convolutional neural
network (CNN), and to use output from these capsules in one
layer to produce a constant input form for capsules in higher
layers. The outcome is a vector containing the probability and
a pose of an observation.

Abstract: Extraction of emotion features is the key to emotion
recognition from speech. Capsnet is an emerging neural network
technology which gives better performance over convolution
neural networks in feature extraction. This is the system which
implement a speech emotion recognition system using Capsnet.
With the gradual development of the new generation of
man-machine interaction technology speech emotion recognition
has attracted wide research attentions. In facing with the
development trend of new technologies, speech interaction is
go-ing to penetrate into thousands of households. Traditional
machine learning method has achieved great progresses in speech
emotion recognition. However, there are some problems: first,
which features can reflect the differences between different
emotions and the second, these artificially designed features rely
highly on database and have low generalization ability. It takes
long time to extract fea-tures from the speech. Deep learning can
extract different layers of features from the original data through
automatic learning. Capsule Network or Capsnet, is composed of
a number of capsules in each layer as the name indicate. Each
cap-sule is a group of neurons who work together to get a specific
outcome for the capsule. Speech emotion recognition works based
on the spectrogram constructed from the voice record. A
spectrogram is the plot of the spectrum of frequencies of sound as
they vary with time.
Index Terms: Capsnet, Neural networks, Speech emotion
recognition..

I. INTRODUCTION
The fast and best regular way of communication between
human is Speech. This reality inspire many investigators to
reflect speech signal as a rapid and active process to interact
among computer and human. It means that the computer
should have sufficient information to recognize human voice
and speech. The recognition of emotional speech is done by
finding the condition of emotion of a person by providing
their voice directly to the system. Speech emotion recognition
is typically favorable for applications, which need
human-computer communication. It is a big challenge to find
the emotional condition from the speech signal. The first
reason is that all methods are taking the finest features, which
is sufficient to differentiate among dissimilar emotions. The
existence of accent, sentences, various language, speaking
style also makes additional trouble since there is some straight
change in the extracted features. Moreover, it is probable to
have more than one emotion at the same time in a single
speech. Every emotion associate with a distinct fragment of
speech. Hence, deﬁnes the boundaries among fragments of
emotion is very puzzling task. An Artificial Neural Network
is a group of associated units named artiﬁcial neurons, which
model the neurons in an original brain. Each association of

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In traditional methods, speech emotion recognition rely on
extraction of speech emotional features and mainly focus on
extracting spectral features [2], prosodic features [3], and
other features [4-5]. Recently Li Zheng and his colleagues
proposed a new network model (CNN-RF) [6] based on
convolution neural network combined with random forest.
Initially, the convolution neural network is used as the feature
extractor to extract the speech emotion feature from the
normalized spectrogram, used random forest classiﬁcation
algorithm to classify the speech emotion features. As the
result Nao robot can ”try to ﬁgure out” a human’s psychology
through speech emotion recognition and also know about
people’s anger, happiness, sadness and joy, achieving a more
intelligent human-computer interaction. The spectrogram was
calculated from emotion speech samples through framing,
windowing, short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and power
spectral density (PSD) , and
Speech emotion features
were extracted by CNN and
the output of CNN Flatten
layer was input into RF[7]
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classiﬁer as eigenvectors of speech emotion samples.
Considering the present growth in classifiers for assessments
in numerous modalities we can say that nowadays deep neural
networks (e.g. [8], [9]) has got great attention. Additionally,
these networks are also used in the emotion recognition from
speech. Particularly for the explanation of pictorial affects a
deep neural network forms shows incredible outcomes,
specifically the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The
method of speech emotion recognition by Spectral Estimates
[10] studied CNNs for the recognition of emotions from the
voice signals. Working on spectrograms is a best idea, but on
different architectures. Especially, in CNNs a spectrogram
denotes the visual form corresponding to the acoustic samples
protecting the emotion content in the audio fragment. For this,
CNNs are the best to be used on these samples.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Speech emotion recognition is recognizing the patterns. So
the stages in the pattern recognizing systems will also be
present in this system in one another form. Recognizing the
emotional condition from a speakers voice fragment is a most
challenging task due to the given reasons: first, it is not clear
that, to differentiate among the emotion, which feature should
be taken. Another is the same speech may process dissimilar
emotions. Every emotion may match to the distinct parts of
the spoken word. So it is very difﬁcult to distinguish these
parts of sound. Another problem is the way of expressing the
emotion condition is depending on the speaker and their
culture and environment. As these two factors are changed,
the speaking style will also be changed. There may be two or
more types of emotions, long term emotion and transient one,
so it is not clear which type of emotion the recognizer will
detect. Capsnet will be a solution to all these problems.
Routing by agreement allows the capsules to focus on
particular emotions. It will make better accuracy on speech
emotion recognition while comparing with the former neural
networks.

Most of the works on speech emotion recognition using
CNNs is done on EmoDB[11] . In that, the work is drawn-out
to
another
benchmarks
corpora[12]
,
namely
eNTERFACE[13] and SUSAS[14]. In CNNs an internal
illustration of the learned informations can be visualized,
which will show how each network understands the input.
This method by Google is called deep dreaming and is
particularly used to highpoint portions of input images for
which the CNN is sensitive. Human vision avoids unwanted
information to guarantee that only a small portion of the optic
array is always handled at the peak resolution. Each layer in
the network will is fragmented to number of neurons groups
called “capsules”. The work of the neurons in an active
capsule denotes the several characteristics of a specific entity
that existing in the input. These characteristics will be
different types of instantiation parameter such as pose
(orientation, size, and position), velocity, deformation, etc. A
way to denote presence of an entity is by using a discrete
logistic unit whose output is the probability that the entity
exists. Here the total length of the vector of instantiation
parameters is used to denote the presence of the entity. It
should be ensured that the length of the output from a capsule
shouldn’t exceed 1. It is accomplished by using a
non-linearity function which makes the vector orientation
unaffected but decreases its value. The dynamic routing by
agreement is working smoothly since the output of the capsule
is a vector with the probability of having a particular entity in
the input. Primarily, the output vector is directed to all
probable parents then it is scaled down by coupling
coefficients which sums to 1. For all parent, the capsule
calculates a “prediction vector” by multiplying its output with
a weight matrix. If this prediction vector has a big scalar
product with the output of a possible parent, there is top-down
feedback which increases the coupling coefficient for that
parent and decreasing it for other parents. This will increase
the contribution that the capsule makes to that parent thus
further increasing the scalar product of the capsule’s
prediction with the parent’s output. This is called
“routing-by-agreement” which is extra efficient when
compared to routing implemented by max-pooling. The
max-pooling routs all information to all neurons which is a
wastage of energy.
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The emotion recognition form speech is very important in
man-machine interactions and it is an interesting area of
development. The key to speech emotion recognition is
extraction of speech emotion features. In capsule networks it
replaces the scalar-output feature detectors of CNNs with
vector-output capsules and max-pooling with routing-by
agreement. To achieve this the last layer of capsules is made
to be convolutional. The proposed method of speech emotion
recognition by using capsnet will provide better performance
according to convolutional neural network, since the max
pooling concept is replaced. Max pooling have the
disadvantage that a feature is shared with all the neurons
present in the layer. The capsule network is based on a
concept that, an information should be forwarded to only the
relevant person. Capsnet is composed of number of capsules,
where each capsule is a group of neuron. Here the max
pooling is replaced by routing-by-agreement.
The vector output capsules helps to implement the routing
by agreement which ensures that the output of a capsule will
be routed to only the correct parent in the higher layer.
Initially, the output is directed to all probable parents but is
scaled down by coupling coefficient that sum to 1. For each
probable parents, the capsule calculates a “prediction vector”
by multiplying its own output by a weight matrix. If this
prediction has a high scalar product with the output of a
possible parent, there is top-down feedback which increases
the coupling coefficient for that parent and it will be
decreased for others in the same layer. This will increment the
contribution to that parent by the capsule from the layer below
and also further increases the scalar product of the capsule’s
prediction with the parent’s output. This type of
“routing-by-agreement” is more operational than the
primitive form of routing implemented by max-pooling. A
spectrogram is a visual representation of the spectrum of
frequencies of sound as they vary with time. This
spectrograms of each voice
clips will be fed into the
capsule
network.
The
capsnet is designed to have
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4: for all capsule i in layer l: ← softmax( ) .
5: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): ←
6: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): ← squash( ) .
7: for all capsule i in layer l and capsule j in layer (l + 1):
← + .
return

three layers. First the Convolution layer which extracts
features from the spectrogram. Second Primary capslayer,
which is a group of capsules. Each capsule ﬁnds a matching
with the extracted features. Third Emotcapslayer, it have 6
capsules since I have considered 6 emotions angry, neutral,
surprise, happy, fear and sad.
The length of the vector output of the capsule represents the
presence or possibility of existence of an entity or a feature in
the input fed to that capsule. Thus it use a non-linear
”squashing” function to confirm that small vectors get shrunk
to almost zero and long vectors get shrunk to a length slightly
below 1. Then permits it to discriminative learning to create
good use of it.

The proposed Capsnet architecture can be visualized as

(1)

Where is the vector output of capsule j and is the
total input. Except the first layers of capsule, the whole input
to a capsule is the weighted sum of all “prediction vectors”
from the capsules in the layer below and is produced by
multiplying each output of a capsule in the layer below by a
weight matrix
,

Fig 4.1: Architecture of the proposed system
The proposed system of speech emotion recognition works
based on the routing algorithm which is considered for routing
by agreement. The system contains three layers
1. Input layer: Which is a convolution layer which extracts the
features from the given spectrograms.
2. Primary capslayer: Which is a group of capsules that routs
based on routing by agreement. The spectrograms of speciﬁc
emotion are routed to speciﬁc capsules.
3. Emotcapslayer: Which have 6 capsules representing the six
emotions considered here ats as output layer, where the output
is the prediction that the spectrogram or audio snippet comes
under which emotion.

(2)

Where the
is coupling coefficients that are founded by
the routing by agreement process. The coupling coefficients
between capsule i and all the capsules in the layer above sums
to 1 and are found by a “routing softmax ” whose initial values
are the log prior probabilities that capsule i should be
coupled to capsule j.
=

The input is preprocessed for converting the audio snippet
into the visualized format i.e. the spectrogram. A spectrogram
is a plot of frequency to the time of an audio snippet.
Spectrogram generation can be done with Fourier transform
or by using band pass ﬁlters. Then this is given as the input to
the capsule Network. The capsule network work based on the
three layers as described above. The system will accurately
predict the emotion of an individual based on the audio
snippet. The speech emotion recognition is based on the
spectrogram generated from the audio snippet so the system
can accurately predict the emotion. This will be grate goal in
man machine interaction as we are moving to a world where
machines think as man.

(3)

The log priors can be learned at the same time as all the
other weights are learned. They depends on the location and
type of the two capsules but not on the current input. The
initial coupling coefficients are then iteratively changed by
measuring the agreement between the current output
of
each capsule j, in the layer above and the prediction
made
by capsule i.
=

.

(4)

This agreement will be added to
before computing the
new values for all the coupling coefficients linking capsule i
to higher level capsules.
The routing between each layer works by Routing by
agreement between capsules.

V. RESULT
The speech emotion recognition system is implemented to
find the emotion of the speaker from the audio. The system
succeeded to find emotion from the audio. The training and
testing of the Capsnet is done using the datasets EmoDB and
Ravdess. On testing the system correctly predicted the
emotion of the speaker. Some of the screenshots are :

Routing algorithm.
1: procedure Routing ( , r, l)
2: for all capsule i in layer l and capsule j in layer (l + 1) :
← 0.
3: for r iterations do
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Fig 5.1: Detecting emotion Angry
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Fig 5.2: Detecting emotion Happy

VI. CONCLUSION
For the last thirty years, the speech recognition used hidden
Markov models with Gaussian mixtures as output
distributions. Then it started to use ANN which have the
ability to learn and model non-linear and complex
relationships. As they can generalize after learning from the
initial inputs and their relationships, it can infer unseen
relationships on unseen data as well, thus making the model
generalize and predict on unseen data. So the trend stuck on
CNNs. Now Capsules advantages the old methods by
replacing the max-pooling with routing by agreement. The
proposed system of speech emotion recognition rely on
Capsule networks. Swapping the unwanted routing in
max-pooling with Routing by agreement. Routing by
agreement will route the information only to the needful
capsule so that avoiding the spreading of unwanted
information among all.
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